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Today, there is no channel that merges the needs of solar customers, 
solar installers, and the greater world
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FreeWorld’s Mission: Lower the Barriers to the Solar Revolution

FreeWorld Provides:
- Capital for $0 down solar

- Solar Loans
- Solar Leases 

- Reputable Solar Installer 
network:

- Quality installation
- System maintenance

FreeWorld Commits:
- Portion of proceeds towards 

charitable clean energy 
projects

FreeWorld Assists:
- Solar charities(1) in rebuilding 

communities affected by 
natural disaster

 

FreeWorld Provides:
- Competitive financing packages
- Greater residential solar market 

reach
- Simplified development 

contracts

(1) In 2019, FreeWorld will assist Casa Pueblo solar advocacy group in Puerto Rico in the continued rebuild in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Maria
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FreeWorld Project Steps

(1) Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Agreement outlines terms for project completion, timeline, maintenance
(2) FreeWorld reserves the right to require Referrals and project history from new EPC Partners 

Partner Touchpoints 
1. FreeWorld meets with potential solar customer, 

collects energy usage information, sends Request 
For Proposal (RFP) to Solar EPC network

a. Solar partners (EPCs) return RFP with quoted all-in 
installation price

b. If multiple suitable proposals, FreeWorld will consult with 
customer for best developer fit

2. Execute O&M Agreement(1) with EPC chosen for the 
project.  EPC to provide full project schematics and 
timeline for completion(2) 

3. FreeWorld provides funding to customer in the form 
of FW Solar Loan or FW Solar PPA (Lease).  Funding 
executed with exclusivity to the EPC named in O&M 
Agreement

4. FreeWorld performs a post-installation quality review 
with EPC per the O&M Agreement 

a. FreeWorld performs post-installation consultation with 
customer to ensure satisfactory project completion 

b. Semi-annual check-ins to ensure solar system 
maintenance, per O&M Agreement     
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FW Solar Loan Differentiators

Customer Base Rates
Loan Term (Months)

Loan Amount 24-36 37-48 49-60 61-72 73-84 85-144

$5000 - $9,999 6.49% - 12.49% 6.99% - 12.99% 7.49% - 13.49% n/a n/a n/a

$10,000 - $24,999 4.49% - 11.49% 5.49% - 12.49% 5.49% - 12.99% 6.49% - 12.99% 6.99% - 12.99% n/a

$25,000 - $50,000 4.49% - 11.49% 5.49% - 12.49% 5.49% - 12.99% 6.49% - 12.99% 6.99% - 12.99% 7.49% - 13.49%

FW Environmental Commitments Application
● Additional interest rate savings available to customers who comply with Environmental Lending Covenants (ELCs) agreed 

upon by the customer in the FW Solar Loan Agreement. ELCs are designed to reduce the monthly energy usage of 
FreeWorld customers. 

● FreeWorld uses an Environmental Commitments Application(1) to assess each customers’ willingness to reduce their 
monthly energy usage over the life of the FW Solar Loan. Based on responses provided by the customer and each 
customers’ historical energy usage, FreeWorld creates ELC covenant levels which the customer must maintain to 
achieveinterest rate savings.(2)

○ i.e. A customer ELC commitment of 10% reduction in monthly energy usage generates an interest savings 
adjustment of ~0.50% off the FW Solar Loan rate.

● Larger interest rate savings earned through larger energy reduction commitments.
(1) Commitments measured as a % reduction in customer energy usage (kW/hr); (2) ELC covenants tested quarterly to determine customer ELC savings 



FreeWorldSolar.com   |   Joshua@FreeWorldSolar.com

Partnership Applications and Inquiries

Contact:


